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PMTurkeyCOLPEm Resource

From: Comar, Manny
Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 1:41 PM
To: TurkeyCOL Resource
Subject: FW: Different Approaches to resolve RAI COLA Revision concerns
Attachments: Final 02.05.02-3-RFB-2.docx; Final 02.05.02-3-RFB-1.docx

 
 

From: Franzone, Steve [mailto:Steve.Franzone@fpl.com]  
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 11:36 AM 
To: Comar, Manny 
Cc: Maher, William; Burski, Raymond 
Subject: Different Approaches to resolve RAI COLA Revision concerns 
 
Manny 
I have attached 2 different approaches in order to resolve the Staff concerns on the RAI associated COLA revisions 
issues.  Our goal is to clarify our submittals to NRC Staff for each individual RAI.   
 
We are proposing to resubmit each of the FSAR 2.5 RAIs with only modifying the  “ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS” 
section.  We will provide a list of RAIs with no changes in our submittals.  
 
We would appreciate any input from the staff on the desired presentation of the “ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS”.    
 
Option 1:  [Attachment Final 02.05.02-3-RFB-1.docx] 
This option takes a global view of the RAI associated COLA revisions and red texts the revisions on a paragraph basis.  
This option would eliminate any potential confusion where a particular editorial or page-turn related change is not 
inadvertently changed to red-text.  This would not show deleted texts inside a particular paragraph as a strikeout it 
would just show the entire paragraph as being replaced.  Additional new paragraphs are also shown as red text.   
This option would focus the reviewer on particular paragraphs and we feel would minimize the confusion caused by 
editorial or page-turn revisions. 
 
Option 2:  [Attachment Final 02.05.02-3-RFB-2.docx] 
This option is in-line with our common practices for RAI associated COLA revisions.  Where all changes including editorial 
changes are captured individually inside a particular paragraph.  This method  also shows deleted texts as strikeouts.  
Additional new paragraphs are also shown as red text.   
 
Once submitted, these responses would supersede the previous RAI responses and will be consistent with our June 18th, 
2014 integrated FSAR Sec. 2.5 submittal.  We will also take in account the corrections from our letter dated August 8th. 
 
Thanks 
Steve Franzone 
NNP Licensing Manager - COLA 
“You are the only person on earth who can use your ability.”     Zig Ziglar  
561.694.3209 (office) 
754.204.5996 (cell) 
“This transmission is intended to be delivered only to the named addressee(s) and may contain information that is 
confidential and /or legally privileged.  If this information is received by anyone other than the named addressee(s), the 
recipient should immediately notify the sender by E-MAIL and by telephone (561.694.3209) and permanently delete the 
original and any copy, including printout of the information.  In no event shall this material be read, used, copied, 
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reproduced, stored or retained by anyone other than the named addressee(s), except with the express consent of the 
sender or the named addressee(s). 
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Mark-up for FPL Revised Response  

to NRC RAI No. 02.05.02-3 (eRAI 5896) 
 

 

 
 
ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS: 

 

The following COLA changes are identified as a result of this response: 
 
The text in FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.2.1, third paragraph, will be revised as follows in a 
future update of the FSAR: 

 
Recent peer-reviewed literature provides support for the assessment of the lack of 
knowledge regarding the state of fault mapping in Cuba. For example, Cotilla-Rodriguez 
et al. (Reference 321) states, “...the detailed association between destructive earthquakes 
and active tectonic features is extremely complex and not known in depth [...] there is not 
a close correlation of seismic events with individual faults in Cuba.” Furthermore, Cotilla-
Rodriguez et al. (Reference 321, p. 331) states, “...most [historical, pre-instrumental 
earthquakes] have scarce data and do not permit a clear association to a seismic zone. 
There is no uniform knowledge about the historical seismicity of Cuba…” Additionally, 
recent peer-reviewed seismic hazard studies of Cuba describe a shift from a probabilistic 
approach that defined individual faults and source zones (Reference 254), to newer 
studies (Reference 255) performed by many of the same researchers that use spatially 
smoothed seismicity in place of source zones. The rationale for this shift is, “...to avoid 
drawing seismic sources in a region where the seismogenic structures are not well known” 
(Reference 255, p. 173). Moreover, “...since the northern part of the Cuban region lies in 
an intraplate region and is characterized by a moderate seismicity [sic], the association of 
earthquakes to faults is problematic and, consequently, the definition of [seismic sources] 
is based, in some cases, on subjective decisions” (Reference 255, p. 
174). 

 

Garcia et al. (Reference 254) present seismic hazard maps for Cuba that are based 
on seismogenic zone (SZ) source zones. Their SZs are narrow, elongated, areal 
seismic sources intended to represent potentially active faults. Seismicity rates for 
these “fault-like” SZs are not based on geologic- or geodetic-based fault slip rates 
because these data do not appear to exist. Instead, Garcia et al.’s (Reference 254) 
SZs are large enough to envelop sufficient numbers of earthquakes to estimate 
separate rates of seismicity for each source from the earthquakes observed within 
that source. In a subsequent publication, Garcia et al. (Reference 255) compare the 
results of their earlier SZ approach with those obtained by their implementation of 
a smoothed seismicity approach to hazard. Relative to the results obtained from 
their smoothed seismicity approach Reference 255, concludes that the 
seismotectonic zone approach tends to result in slightly higher PGA values in 
northwestern Cuba. They indicate that “an improvement of the seismicity data 
collection would be welcome for a better knowledge of the seismicity in 
northwestern Cuba” (Reference 255, p.193). Moreover, they indicate that “although 
the definition of SZs is positive because it focuses on understanding the regional 
tectonics, this exercise could be misleading when not supported by data. 
Consequently, a mixture of the two approaches would probably be the best 
solution: a seismotectonic approach for the more seismic areas and only  
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seismicity elsewhere” (Reference 255, p. 174). According to Garcia et al. 
(2008)(Reference 255, p. 182), “the northern intraplate region [of Cuba] is related to 
a moderate to low seismicity.” This observation of low to moderate rates of 
seismicity in northern Cuba is consistent with observations made from the Phase 2 
earthquake catalog, which indicates a higher concentration of earthquakes and 
higher magnitudes in southernmost Cuba at and near the modern plate boundary 
relative to the rest of the island. Therefore, Garcia et al.’s (Reference 254) 
seismotectonic zone approach may not be applicable to the moderate to low 
seismicity areas of northern Cuba. 
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS: 

 

The following COLA changes are identified as a result of this response: 
 
The text in FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.2.1, third paragraph, replaced in its entirety as 
follows in a future update of the FSAR: 

 
Recent peer-reviewed literature provides support for the assessment of the lack of 
knowledge regarding the state of fault mapping in Cuba. For example, Cotilla-
Rodriguez et al. (Reference 321) state, “...the detailed association between 
destructive earthquakes and active tectonic features is extremely complex and not 
known in depth [...] there is not a close correlation of seismic events with individual 
faults in Cuba.” Furthermore, Cotilla-Rodriguez et al. (Reference 321) states, 
“...most [historical, pre-instrumental earthquakes] have scarce data and do not 
permit a clear association to a seismic zone. There is no uniform knowledge about 
the historical seismicity of Cuba…” 

 

Garcia et al. (Reference 254) present seismic hazard maps for Cuba that are 
based on seismogenic zone (SZ) source zones. Their SZs are narrow, elongated, 
areal seismic sources intended to represent potentially active faults. Seismicity 
rates for these “fault-like” SZs are not based on geologic- or geodetic-based fault 
slip rates because these data do not appear to exist. Instead, Garcia et al.’s 
(Reference 254) SZs are large enough to envelop sufficient numbers of 
earthquakes to estimate separate rates of seismicity for each source from the 
earthquakes observed within that source. In a subsequent publication, Garcia et al. 
(Reference 255) compare the results of their earlier SZ approach with those 
obtained by their implementation of a smoothed seismicity approach to hazard. 
Relative to the results obtained from their smoothed seismicity approach, 
Reference 255 concludes that the seismotectonic zone approach tends to result 
in slightly higher PGA values in northwestern Cuba. They indicate that “an 
improvement of the seismicity data collection would be welcome for a better 
knowledge of the seismicity in northwestern Cuba” (Reference 255). Moreover, 
they indicate that “although the definition of SZs is positive because it focuses on 
understanding the regional tectonics, this exercise could be misleading when not 
supported by data. Consequently, a mixture of the two approaches would 
probably be the best solution: a seismotectonic approach for the more seismic 
areas and only seismicity elsewhere” (Reference 255). According to Garcia et al. 
(Reference 255), “the northern intraplate region [of Cuba] is related to a moderate 
to low seismicity.” This observation of low to moderate rates of seismicity in 
northern Cuba is consistent with observations made from the Phase 2 earthquake 
catalog, which indicates a higher concentration of earthquakes and higher 
magnitudes in southernmost Cuba at and near the modern plate boundary relative 
to the rest of the island. Therefore, Garcia et al.’s (Reference 254) seismotectonic 
zone approach may not be applicable to the moderate to low seismicity areas of 
northern Cuba. 


